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Abstract
Traditional approaches to probabilistic inference such as loopy belief propagation
and Gibbs sampling typically compute marginals for all the unobserved variables
in a graphical model. However, in many real-world applications the user’s interests are focused on a subset of the variables, specified by a query. In this case it
would be wasteful to uniformly sample, say, one million variables when the query
concerns only ten. In this paper we propose a query-specific approach to MCMC
that accounts for the query variables and their generalized mutual information
with neighboring variables in order to achieve higher computational efficiency.
Surprisingly there has been almost no previous work on query-aware MCMC. We
demonstrate the success of our approach with positive experimental results on a
wide range of graphical models.
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Introduction

Graphical models are useful for representing relationships between large numbers of random variables in probabilistic models spanning a wide range of applications, including information extraction
and data integration. Exact inference in these models is often computationally intractable due to the
dense dependency structures required in many real world problems, thus there exists a large body
of work on both variational and sampling approximations to inference that help manage large treewidth. More recently, however, inference has become difficult for a different reason: large data. The
proliferation of interconnected data and the desire to model it has given rise to graphical models with
millions or even billions of random variables. Unfortunately, there has been little research devoted
to approximate inference in graphical models that are large in terms of their number of variables.
Other than acquiring more machines and parallelizing inference [1, 2], there have been few options
for coping with this problem.
Fortunately, many inference needs are instigated by queries issued by users interested in particular
random variables. These real-world queries tend to be grounded (i.e., focused on specific data cases).
For example, a funding agency might be interested in the expected impact that funding a particular
research group has on a certain scientific topic. In these situations not all variables are of equal
relevance to the user’s query; some variables become observed given the query, others become
statistically independent given the query, and the remaining variables are typically marginalized.
Thus, a user-generated query provides a tremendous amount of information that can be exploited by
an intelligent inference procedure. Unfortunately, traditional approaches to inference such as loopy
belief propagation (BP) and Gibbs sampling are query agnostic in the sense that they fail to take
advantage of this knowledge and treat each variable as equally relevant. Surprisingly, there has been
little research on query specific inference and the only existing approaches focus on loopy BP [3, 4].
In this paper we propose a query-aware approach to Markov chain Monte Carlo (QAM) that exploits
the dependency structure of the graph and the query to achieve faster convergence to the answer. Our
method selects variables for sampling in proportion to their influence on the query variables. We
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determine this influence using a computationally tractable generalization of mutual information between the query variables and each variable in the graph. Because our query-specific approach to
inference is based on MCMC, we can provide arbitrarily close approximations to the query answer
while also scaling to graphs whose structure and unrolled factor density would ordinarily preclude
both exact and belief propagation inference methods. This is essential for the method to be deployable in real-world probabilistic databases where even a seemingly innocuous relational algebra
query over a simple fully independent structure can produce an inference problem that is #P-hard
[5]. We demonstrate dramatic improvements over traditional Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling
methods across a wide array of models of diverse structure.

2
2.1

Background
Graphical Models

Graphical models are a flexible framework for capturing statistical relationships between random
variables. A factor graph G := hx, ψi is a bipartite graph consisting of n random variables x =
{xi }n1 and m factors ψ = {ψi }m
1 . Each variable xi has a domain Xi , and we notate the entire
domain space of the random variables (x) as X with associated σ-algebra Ω. Intuitively, a factor ψi
is a function that maps a subset of random variable values v i ∈ Xi to a non-negative real-valued
number, thus capturing the compatibility of an assignment to those variables. The factor graph then
expresses a probability measure over (X, Ω), the probability of a particular event ω ∈ Ω is given as
π(ω) =

m
1 XY
ψi (v i ),
Z v∈ω i=1

Z=

X

π(v).

(1)

v∈X

We will assume that Ω is defined so that marginalization of any subset of the variables is well
defined; this is important in the sequel.
2.2

Queries on Graphical Models

Informally, a query on a graphical model is a request for some quantity of interest that the graphical
model is capable of providing. That is, a query is a function mapping the graphical model to an
answer set. Inference is required to recover these quantities and produce an answer to the query.
While in the general case, a query may contain arbitrary functions over the support of a graphical
model, for this work we consider queries of the marginal form. That is a query Q consists of three
parts Q = hxq , xl , xe i. Where xq is the set of query variables whose marginal distributions (or
MAP configuration) are the answer to the query, xe is a set of evidence variables whose values
are observed, and xl is the set of latent variables over which one typically marginalizes to obtain
the statistically sound answer. Note that this class of queries is remarkably general and includes
queries that require expectations over arbitrary functions. We can see this because a function over
the graphical model (or a subset of the graphical model) is itself a random variable, and can therefore
be included in xq .1 More precisely, a query over a graphical model is:
X
Q(xq , xl , xe , π) = π(xq |xe = ve ) =
π(xq , xl |xe = ve )
(2)
vl

we assume that Ω is well defined with respect to marginalization over arbitrary subsets of variables.
2.3

Markov Chain Monte Carlo

Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) is an important inference method for graphical models where
computing the normalization constant Z is intractable. In particular, for many MCMC schemes such
as Gibbs sampling and more generally Metropolis-Hastings, Z cancels out of the computation for
generating a single sample. MCMC has been successfully used in a wide variety of applications
including information extraction [8], data integration [9], and machine vision [10]. For simplicity,
in this work, we consider Markov chains over discrete state spaces. However, many of the results
1
Research in probabilistic databases has demonstrated that a large class of relational algebra queries can be
represented as graphical models and answered using statistical queries of the this form [6, 7].
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presented in this paper may be extended to arbitrary state spaces using more general statements with
measure theoretic definitions.
Markov chain Monte Carlo produces a sequence of states {si }∞
1 in a state space S according to
a transition kernel K : S × S → R+ , which in the discrete case is a stochastic matrix: for all
s ∈ S K(s, ·) is a valid probability measure and for all s ∈ S K(·, s) is a measurable function.
Since we are concerned with MCMC for inference in graphical models, we will from now on let
S:=X, and use X instead. Under certain conditions the Markov chain is said to be ergodic, then the
chain exhibits two types of convergence. The first is of practical interest: a law of large numbers
convergence
Z
1X
lim
f (st ) =
f (s)π(s)ds
(3)
t→∞ t
s∈X
where the st are empirical samples from the chain.
The second type of convergence is to the distribution π. At each time step, the Markov chain is in a
time-specific distribution over the state space (encoding the probability of being in a particular state
at time t). For example, given an initial distribution π0 over the state space, the probability of being
in a next state s0 is the probability of all paths beginning in starting states s with probabilities π0 (s)
and transitioning to s0 with probabilities K(s, s0 ). Thus the time-specific (t = 1) distribution over
all states is given by π (1) = π0 K; more generally, the distribution at time t is given by π (t) = π0 K t .
Under certain conditions and regardless of the initial distribution, the Markov chain will converge
to the stationary (invariant) distribution π. A sufficient (but not necessary) condition for this is to
require that the Markov transition kernel obey detailed balance:
π(x)K(x, x0 ) = π(x0 )K(x0 , x) ∀x, x0 ∈ X

(4)

Convergence of the chain is established when repeated applications of the transition kernel maintain the invariant distribution π = πK, and convergence is traditionally quantified using the total
variation norm:
1 X (t)
|π (x) − π(x)|
(5)
kπ (t) − πktv := sup |π (t) (A) − π(A)| =
2
A∈Ω
x∈X

The rate at which a Markov chain converges to the stationary distribution is proportional to the
spectral gap of the transition kernel, and so there exists a large body of literature proving bounds on
the second eigenvalues.
2.4

MCMC Inference in Graphical Models

MCMC is used for inference in graphical models by constructing a Markov chain with invariant
distribution π (given by the graphical model). One particularly successful approach is the Metropolis
Hastings (MH) algorithm. The idea is to devise a proposal distribution T : X × X → [0, 1] for which
it is always tractable to sample a next state s0 given a current state s. Then, the proposed state s0 is
accepted with probability function A


π(s0 )T (s, s0 )
0
A(s, s ) = min 1,
(6)
π(s)T (s0 , s)
The resulting transition kernel KMH is given by


T (s, s0 )
if A(s, s0 ) > 1, s 6= s0


0
0
)
if A(s, s0 ) < 1
KM H (s, s0 ) = T (s, s )A(s, sP
0

K(s, r)(1 − A(s, r)) if s = s0

T (s, s ) +

(7)

r:A(s,r)<1

Further, observe that in the computation of A, the partition function Z cancels, as do factors outside the Markov blanket of the variables that have changed. As a result, generating samples from
graphical models with Metropolis-Hastings is usually inexpensive.
3
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Query Specific MCMC

Given a query Q = hxq , xl , xe i, and a probability distribution π encoded by a graphical model G
with factors ψ and random variables x, the problem of query specific inference is to return the highest fidelity answer to Q given a possible time budget. We can put more precision on this statement
by defining “highest fidelity” as closest to the truth in total variation distance.
Our approach for query specific inference is based on the Metropolis Hastings algorithm described
in Section 2.4. A simple yet generic case of the Metropolis Hastings proposal distribution T (that
has been quite successful in practice) employs the following steps:
1: Beginning in a current state s, select a random variable xi ∈ x from a probability distribution p
over the indices of the variables (1, 2, · · · , n).
2: Sample a new value for xi according to some distribution q(Xi ) over that variable’s domain,
leave all other variables unchanged and return the new state s0 .
In brief, this strategy arrives at a new state s0 from a current state s by simply updating the value
of one variable at a time. In traditional MCMC inference, where the marginal distributions of all
variables are of equal interest, the variables are usually sampled in a deterministic order, or selected
uniformly at random; that is, p(i) = n1 induces a uniform distribution over the integers 1, 2, · · · , n.
However, given a query Q, it is reasonable to choose a p that more frequently selects the query
variables for sampling. Clearly, the query variable marginals depend on the remaining latent variables, so we must tradeoff sampling between query and non-query variables. A key observation is
that not all latent variables influence the query variables equally. A fundamental question raised and
addressed in this paper is: how do we pick a variable selection distribution p for a query Q to obtain
the highest fidelity answer under a finite time budget. We propose to select variables based on their
influence on the query variable according to the graphical model.
We will now formalize a broad definition of influence by generalizing mutual information. The
π(x,y)
mutual information I(x, y) = π(x, y) log( π(x)π(y)
) between two random variables measures
the strength of their dependence. It is easy to check that this quantity is the KL divergence
between the joint distribution of the variables and the product of the marginals: I(x, y) =
KL(π(x, y)||π(x)π(y)). In this sense, mutual information measures dependence as a “distance”
between the full joint distribution and its independent approximation. Clearly, if x and y are independent then this distance is zero and so is their mutual information. We produce a generalization
of mutual information which we term the influence by substituting an arbitrary divergence function
f in place of the KL divergence.
Definition 1 (Influence). Let x and y be two random variables with marginal distributions
π(x, y),π(x), π(y). Let f (π1 (·), π2 (·)) 7→ r, r ∈ R+ be a non-negative real-valued divergence
between probability distributions. The influence ι(x, y) between x and y is
ι(x, y) := f (π(x, y), π(x)π(y))

(8)

If we let f be the KL divergence then ι becomes the mutual information; however, because MCMC
convergence is more commonly assessed with total variation norm, we define an influence metric
based on this choice for f . In particular we define ιtv (x, y) := kπ(x, y) − π(x)π(y)ktv .
As we will now show, the total variation influence (between the query variable and the latent variables) has the important property that it is exactly the error incurred from ignoring a single latent
variable when sampling values for xq . For example, suppose we design an approximate query specific sampler that saves computational resources by ignoring a particular random variable xl . Then,
the variable xl will remain at its burned-in value xl =vl for the duration of query specific sampling.
As a result, the chain will converge to the invariant distribution π(·|xl =vl ). If we use this conditional
distribution to approximate the marginal, then the expected error we incur is exactly the influence
score under total variation distance.
1
Proposition 1. If p(i) = 1(i 6= l) n−1
induces an MH kernel that neglects variable xl , then the
expected total variation error ξtv of the resulting MH sampling procedure under the model is the
total variation influence ιtv .
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Proof: The resulting chain has stationary distribution π(xq |xl = vl ). The expected error is:
X
π(xl =vl )kπ(xq |xl =vl ) − π (t) (xq )ktv
Eπ [ξtv ] =
vl ∈Xl

=

X

π(xl =vl )

vl ∈Xl

1 X
π(xq |xl =vl ) − π (t) (xq )
2
vq ∈Xq

1 X X
=
π(xq |xl =vl )π(xl =vl ) − π (t) (xq )π(xl =vl )
2
vl ∈Xl vq ∈Xq

=

1 X X
π(xq , xl ) − π (t) (xq )π(xl ) = ιtv (xq , xl )
2
vl ∈Xl vq ∈Xq

This demonstrates that the expected cost of not sampling a variable is exactly that variable’s influence on the query variable. We are now justified in selecting variables proportional to their influence
to reduce the error they assert on the query marginal. For example, if a variable’s influence score is
zero this also means that there is no cost incurred from neglecting that variable (if a query renders
variables statistically independent of the query variable then these variables will be correctly ignored
under the influence based sampling procedure).
Note, however, that computing either ιtv or the mutual information is as difficult as inference itself.
Thus, we define a computationally efficient variant of influence that we term the influence trail score.
The idea is to approximate the true influence as a product of factors along an active trail in the graph.
Definition 2 (Influence Trail Score). Let ρ = (x0 , x1 , · · · , xr ) be an active trail between the query
variable xq and xi where x0 = xq and xr = xi . Let φ(xi , xj ) be the approximate joint
P distribution
between xi and xj according only to the mutual factors in their scopes. Let φ(xi ) = xj φ(xi , xj )
be a marginal distribution. The influence trail score with respect to an active trail ρ is
τρ (xq , xi ) :=

r−1
Y

f (φi (xi , xi+1 ), φi (xi )φi (xi+1 ))

(9)

i=1

The influence trail score is efficient to compute because all factors and variables outside the mutual
scopes of each variable pair are ignored. In the experimental results we evaluate both the influence
and the influence trail and find that they perform similarly and outperform competing graph-based
heuristics for determining p.
While in general it is difficult to uniformly state that one choice of p converges faster than another
for all models and queries, we present the following analysis showing that even an approximate
query aware sampler can exhibit faster finite time convergence progress than an exact sampler. Let
K be an exact MCMC kernel that converges to the correct stationary distribution and let L be an
approximate kernel that exclusively samples the query variable and thus converges to the conditional
distribution of the query variable. We now assume an ergodic scheme for the two samplers where
the convergence rates are geometrically bounded from above and below by constants γl and γk :
kπ0 Lt − πK ktv = Θ(γlt )
t

kπ0 K − πK ktv =

Θ(γkt )

(10)
(11)

Because L only samples the query variable, the dimensionality of L’s state space is much smaller
than K’s state space, and we will assume that L converges more quickly to its own invariant distribution, that is, γl  γk . Extrapolating Proposition 1, we know that the error incurred from neglecting
to sample the latent variables is the influence ιtv between the joint distribution of the latent variables
and the query variable. Observe that L is simultaneously making progress towards two distributions:
its own invariant distribution and the invariant distribution of K plus an error term. If the error term
ιtv is sufficiently small then we can write the following inequality:
γlt + ιtv ≤ γkt

(12)

We want this inequality to hold for as many time steps as possible. The amount of time that L (the
query only kernel) is closer to K’s stationary distribution πk can be determined by solving for t,
5

yielding the fixed point iteration:
t=

log (γlt + ιtv )
log γk

(13)

l +ιtv )
The one-step approximation yields a non-trivial, but conservative bound: t ≥ log(γ
log γk . Thus, for a
sufficiently small error, t can be positive. This implies that the strategy of exclusively sampling the
query variables can achieve faster short-term convergence to the correct invariant distribution even
though asymptotic convergence is to the incorrect invariant distribution. Indeed, we observe this
phenomena experimentally in Section 5.

4

Related Work

Despite the prevalence of probabilistic queries, the machine learning and statistics communities
have devoted little attention to the problem of query-specific inference. The only existing papers
of which we are aware both build on loopy belief propagation [3, 4]; however, for many inference
problems, MCMC is a preferred alternative to LPB because it is (1) able to obtain arbitrarily close
approximations to the true marginals and (2) is better able to scale to models with large or real-valued
variable domains that are necessary for state-of-the-art results in data integration [9], information
extraction [8], and deep vision tasks with many latent layers [11].
To the best of our knowledge, this paper is one of the first to propose a query-aware sampling
strategy for MCMC in either the machine learning or statistics community. The decayed MCMC
algorithm for filtering [12] can be thought of as a special case of our method where the model is a
linear chain, and the query is for the last variable in the sequence. That paper proves a finite mixing
time bounds on infinitely long sequences. In contrast we are interested in arbitrarily shaped graphs
and in the practical consideration of large finite models. MCMC has also recently been deployed
in probabilistic databases [13] where it is possible to incorporate the deterministic constraints of a
relational algebra query directly into a Metropolis-Hastings proposal distribution to obtain quicker
answers [14, 15].
A related idea from statistics is data augmentation (or auxiliary variable) approaches to sampling
where latent variables are artificially introduced into the model to improve convergence of the original variables (e.g., Swendsen-Wang [16] and slice sampling [17]). In this setting, we see QAM
as a way of determining a more sophisticated variable selection strategy that can balance sampling
efforts between the original and auxiliary variables.

5

Experiments

In this section we demonstrate the effectiveness and broad applicability of query aware MCMC
(QAM) by demonstrating superior convergence rates to the query marginals across a diverse range
of graphical models that vary widely in structure. In our experiments, we generate a wide range
of graphical models and evaluate the convergence of each chain exactly, avoiding noisy empirical
sampling error by performing exact computations with full transition kernels.
We evaluate the following query-aware samplers:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Polynomial graph distance 1 (QAM-Poly1): p(xi )∝d(xq , xi )−N , where d is shortest path;
Influence - Exact mutual information (QAM-MI): p(xi )∝I(xq , xi );
Influence - total variation distance (QAM-TV): p(xi )∝ιtv (xq , xi );
Influence trail score - total variation (QAM-TV): p(xi ) set according to Equation 9;

and two baseline samplers
7. Traditional Metropolis-Hastings (Uniform): p(xi )∝1;
8. Query-only Metropolis-Hastings (qo): p(xi ) = 1(xq = xi );
on six different graphical models with varying parameters generated from a Beta(2,2) distribution
(this ensures an interesting dynamic range over the event space).
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Independent - each variable is statistically independent
Linear chain - a linear-chain CRF (used in NLP and information extraction)
Hoop - same as linear chain plus additional factor to close the loop
Grid - or Ising model, used in statistical physics and vision
Fully connected PW - each pair of variables has a pairwise factor
Fully connected - every variable is connected through a single factor

Mirroring many real-world conditional random field applications, the non-unary factors (connecting more than one variable) are generated from the same factor-template and thus share the same
parameters (each generated from log(Beta(2,2))). Each variable has a corresponding observation
factor whose parameters are not shared and randomly set according to log(Beta2,2)/2.
For our experiments we randomly generate ten parameter settings for each of the six model types
and measure convergence of the six chains to the the single-variable marginal query π(xq ) for each
variable in each of the sixty realized models. Convergence is measured using the total variation
norm: kπ(xq ) − π(xq )(t) ktv . In this set of experiments we do not wish to introduce empirical sampling error so we generate models with nine-variables per graph enabling us to (1) exactly compute
the answer to the marginal query, (2) fully construct the 2n × 2n transition matrices, and (3) alget
braically compute the time t distributions for each chain π (t) = π0 KMH
given an initial uniform
−9
distribution π0 (x) = 2 .
We display marginal convergence results in Figure 1. Generally, all the query specific sampling
chains converge more quickly than the uniform baseline in the early iterations across every model.
It is interesting to compare the convergence rates of the various QAM approaches at different time
stages. The query-only and mutual information chain exhibit the most rapid convergence in the early
stages of learning, with the query-only chain converging to an incorrect distribution, and the mutual
information chain slowly converging during the later time stages. While QAM-TV exhibits similar
convergence patterns to the polynomial chains, QAM-TV slightly outperforms them in the more
connected models (grid and fully-connected-pw). Finally, notice that the influence-trail variant of
total variation influence converges at a similar rate to the actual total variation influence, and in some
cases converges more quickly (e.g., in the grid and the latter stages of the full pairwise model).
In the next experiment, we demonstrate how the size of the graphical model affects convergence of the various chains. In particular, we plot the convergence of all chains on six different hoop-structured models containing three, four, six, eight, ten, and twelve variables (Figure 2). Again, the results are averaged over ten randomly generated graphs, but this time we plot
the advantage over the uniform kernel. That is we measure the difference in convergence rates
t
t
kπ − π0 KUnif
ktv − kπ − π0 KQAM
ktv so that points above the line x = 0 mean the QAM is closer to
the answer than the uniform baseline and points below the line mean the QAM is further from the
answer. As expected, increasing the number of variables in the graph increases the opportunities for
query specific sampling and thus increases QAM’s advantage over traditional MCMC.

6

Conclusion

In this paper we presented a query-aware approach to MCMC, motivated by the need to answer
queries over large scale graphical models. We found that the query-aware sampling methods outperform the traditional Metropolis Hastings sampler across all models in the early time steps. Further,
as the number of variables in the models increase, the query aware samplers not only outperform the
baseline for longer periods of time, but also exhibit more dramatic convergence rate improvements.
Thus, query specific sampling is a promising approach for approximately answering queries on realworld probabilistic databases (and relational models) that contain billions of variables. Successfully
deploying QAM in this setting will require algorithms for efficiently constructing and sampling the
variable selection distribution. An exciting area of future work is to combine query specific sampling with adaptive MCMC techniques allowing the kernel to evolve in response to the underlying
distribution. Further, more rapid convergence could be obtained by mixing the kernels in a way
that combines the strength of each: some kernels converge quickly in the early stages of sampling
while other converge more quickly in the later stages, thus together they could provide a very powerful query specific inference tool. There has been little theoretical work on analyzing marginal
convergence of MCMC chains and future work can help develop these tools.
7
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Figure 1: Convergence to the query marginals of the stationary distribution from an initial uniform
distribution.
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